Reproductive isolation, which is essential for the maintenance of species in sympatry, is often 26 incomplete between closely related species. In these taxa, reproductive barriers must continue to 27 evolve within species, without being degraded by ongoing gene flow. To better understand this 28 dynamic, we investigated the frequency and distribution of incompatibility alleles at a two-locus, 29 recessive-recessive hybrid lethality system between species of yellow monkeyflower (Mimulus 30 guttatus and M. nasutus) that hybridize in nature. We found that M. guttatus typically carries 31
INTRODUCTION 47 48
The evolution of reproductive barriers is essential for the establishment and maintenance 49 of species that co-occur in sympatry. Hybrid incompatibilities that manifest as hybrid sterility or 50 inviability are common contributors to reproductive isolation in many species pairs (Coyne and 51 Orr 2004) and recent studies have identified the loci, and in some cases the genes, that cause 52 hybrid dysfunction (reviewed in Presgraves 2010, Maheshwari and Barbash 2011, Sweigart and 53
Willis 2012, Fishman and Sweigart 2018) . This work has provided novel insights into the 54 molecular functions of hybrid incompatibility alleles and provided some hints about their 55 evolutionary histories. However, we know little about the dynamics of hybrid incompatibilities 56 between naturally hybridizing species, even though it is in such populations that we might 57 directly assess their relevance to speciation. Do hybrid incompatibilities affect rates of gene flow 58 in natural populations? What evolutionary forces affect the frequency of incompatibility alleles 59 within species? How are incompatibilities maintained among species that that experience 60 ongoing interspecific gene flow? 61 A natural starting point for determining whether hybrid incompatibilities affect rates of 62 contemporary interspecific gene flow is to assess their distribution and frequency within species, 63
which can indicate whether incompatibilities are expressed in natural hybrids. In diverse taxa, 64 incompatibility loci are often polymorphic within species, with both incompatible and 65 compatible alleles existing at a single locus (e.g., Reed uncovered the molecular genetic basis of this two-locus incompatibility: hybrids lack a 93 functional copy of the essential photosynthetic gene PLASTID TRANSCRIPTIONALLY ACTIVE 94 CHROMOSOME 14 (pTAC14), which was duplicated from hl13 to hl14 in M. guttatus but not in 95 M. nasutus ( Figure 1A) . Because hybrid lethality is caused by a non-functional copy of pTAC14 96 at hl13 in M. guttatus combined with the lack of pTAC14 at hl14 in M. nasutus, it seems 97 reasonable to assume that these incompatibility alleles are selectively neutral (i.e., natural 98 selection is not acting to maintain incompatible alleles within either species; Muller 1942, Werth 99 and Windham 1991, Lynch and Force 2000) . Importantly, neutral incompatibility alleles are 100 expected to be purged from species undergoing even low levels of ongoing gene flow and 101 signatures of introgression of compatible alleles should be apparent in the genome (Gavrilets Sweigart 2018), we do not yet have a straightforward, sequencing-based approach to screen 106 individuals for different pTAC14 variants (duplicate copies of pTAC14 are highly similar and 107 distinguishing between them requires laborious cloning experiments). As an alternative, here we 108 take a genetic crossing approach, generating F2 progeny between wild-collected plants and tester 109 lines that carry known genotypes at hl13 and hl14. Screening these F2 progeny for hybrid lethal 110 (white) seedlings and genotyping them at hl13-and hl14-linked markers allows us to determine 111 the incompatibility status of a large collection of hl13-and hl14-alleles from M. guttatus and M. 112 nasutus sampled from throughout the species' ranges. With these data, we estimate the frequency 113 of incompatibility alleles within and among populations of each Mimulus species (even without 114 knowing the underlying molecular lesions at the pTAC14 duplicates). We also use the genotypes 115 from hl13-and hl14-linked markers to begin investigating patterns of interspecific gene flow in 116 genomic regions linked to hybrid lethality loci. As one of the most thorough studies of natural 117 variation for a hybrid incompatibility to date, our findings provide unique insight into the 118 evolutionary dynamics of incompatibility alleles and their role in reproductive isolation. (Table S1) and 126 "tester" lines with known hl13-hl14 genotypes. Experimental plants came from two different 127 sources: 1) wild-collected, outbred seeds from single fruits (N = 14), or 2) self-fertilized seeds of 128 wild-collected plants (N = 64) ( Figure 2 , Table S1 ). For the primarily outcrossing M. guttatus, 129 experimental plants generated from wild-collected seeds might carry as many as four alleles at 130 each locus (or even more if there are multiple pollen donors), whereas experimental plants 131
To test whether experimental plants carried incompatibility alleles at hl13 or hl14, we 139 generated F2 progeny for all experimental-tester crosses. We grew experimental plants to 140 flowering and emasculated flowers prior to anther dehiscence. The following day, emasculated 141 flowers were pollinated with one of the tester lines. We used a single F1 seed from each cross to 142 generate an F2 progeny by self-fertilization ( Figure 1C and D For each of the 221 F2 progeny sets generated between experimental and tester plants 157 (Table S2) , we used a two-part strategy to determine the incompatibility status of the 158 experimental parent's allele at either hl13 or hl14. First, we assayed phenotypes in the F2 159 progeny, surveying for the presence of white seedlings. In the original cross between DPR102-160 gutt and DPR104-nas, white seedlings occurred at a frequency of one-sixteenth in F2 hybrids 161 Zuellig and Sweigart 2018) . In this study, if an F1 hybrid inherited an incompatible 162 experimental allele at either hl13 or hl14, one of the two experimental-tester F2 progeny sets was 163 expected to segregate white seedlings at a frequency of one sixteenth ( Figure 1 ). If, on the other 164 hand, an F1 hybrid inherited incompatible experimental alleles at both loci, the frequency of 165 white seedlings in the F2 progeny was expected to be one-fourth. For each set of F2 progeny, we 166 tallied the ratio of green to white for a minimum of 87 seedlings (average = 261, maximum = 167 751), which meant that, in every case, we had a >99% chance of observing white seedlings if the 168 F1 hybrid carried an incompatible experimental allele at either locus (chance of observing at 169 least one white seedling: 1-(15/16) 87 = 0.996). For F2 progeny sets in which we saw at least one 170 white seedling, the experimental allele (at either hl13 or hl14, depending on the cross) was 171 scored as potentially incompatible. For F2 progeny sets in which we observed only green 172 seedlings, the experimental allele was scored as compatible at hl13 or hl14. 173
The second step in our strategy to determine the incompatibility status of experimental 174 alleles at hl13 or hl14 was to confirm that white seedlings in experimental-tester F2 progeny had 175 inherited genotypes associated with the hl13-hl14 incompatibility. In other words, we needed to 176 ensure that hybrid lethality was due to hl13 and hl14, and not to alleles at other genetic loci. For 177 each wild plant, we determined hl13-hl14 genotypes for at least one F2 progeny set containing 178 white seedlings (we assumed that hl13-hl14 incompatibility alleles identified in one 179 experimental-tester F2 were also the cause of white seedlings in other F2 progeny descended 180 from the same wild plant). For each of these F2 sets, we genotyped an average of 11 green (range 181 = 1-33) and 13 white seedlings (range = 1-63) for size-polymorphic markers linked to hl13 and 182 hl14. We extracted genomic DNA from seedlings using a CTAB-chloroform protocol (Doyle 183 1987) modified for 96-well format. Using a standard touchdown PCR protocol, we amplified 184 fluorescently-labeled markers linked to the hybrid sterility loci: M236 and M208 at hl13, and 185 M132 and M241 at hl14 ( Figure S1 ). Although markers were originally designed to flank the 186 hybrid sterility loci, we later discovered that both M208 and M236 are proximal to hl13. Because 187 the closer of these two markers (M208) is only 134 kb (3.3 cM) from the causal pTAC14 gene, 188 its genotypes were used to infer hl13 genotypes (genotyping error rate ~0.03 due to recombinants 189 between M208 and hl13). To infer genotypes at hl14, we determined the genotypes of flanking 190 markers M132 and M241 and excluded individuals with crossovers (based on the expected 191 frequency of double crossovers, genotyping error rate ~0.01). This direct genetic approach 192 allowed us to follow the inheritance of all hl13-and hl14-containing chromosomal fragments. presence of even a small number of white seedlings with the expected hl13-hl14 genotype is 200 strong evidence that the experimental parent carried an incompatible allele at hl13 or hl14 201
(probability of sampling one white seedling with a two-locus genotype consistent with the hl13-202 hl14 incompatibility by random chance is 0.0625, probability of sampling two such white 203 seedlings ~ 0.004; two or more white seedlings were genotyped in all but one F2). To determine hl13 and hl14 allele frequencies across the geographic ranges of M. 208 guttatus and M. nasutus, we tallied the number of incompatibility alleles sampled in each 209 population. It is important to note that because we often generated multiple experimental plants 210 from a single wild individual (either from selfed or wild-collected seeds, Figure 2 ), alleles 211 segregating in distinct sets of F2 progeny were not always independent (i.e., the same wild allele 212 might have been observed in more than one of its descendant F2s). Below we describe our 213 methods for estimating the number of hl13 and hl14 alleles we sampled in wild individuals and 214
populations. 215
For experimental plants generated from self-fertilized seeds ( Figure 2 ), analysis of 216 experimental-tester F2 progeny allowed us to directly infer the hl13 and hl14 genotypes of their 217 wild parents (Tables S2, S3 ). We assumed that we sampled both of the wild plant's alleles at a 218 particular locus if we observed different phenotypes (i.e., either one-sixteenth white seedlings or 219 all green seedlings) in independent sets of descendant F2 progeny (indicating the wild plant was 220 heterozygous), or if we observed the same phenotype in at least four sets of its descendant F2 221 progeny (indicating the wild plant was homozygous; probability of sampling only one wild allele 222 in four sets of F2 progeny: 0.5 4 x 100 = 6.25%). For cases in which the same phenotype was 223 observed in three or fewer sets of F2 progeny descending from one wild plant, we assumed that 224 we sampled only a single wild allele at that particular locus. In several cases, we obtained 225 additional information about the wild plant's hl13-hl14 genotype by scoring the seedling 226 phenotypes of its selfed progeny (i.e., the siblings of experimental plants). For example, a lack of 227 white seedlings in the selfed progeny often allowed us to infer that one of the two hybrid 228 lethality loci must be homozygous for compatible alleles (see Table S3 for inferred genotypes). 229
For experimental plants generated from wild-collected, outbred seeds ( Figure 2 ), alleles 230 might have come from either the wild maternal plant or paternal pollen donor. Thus, unlike for 231 experimental plants generated from selfed seeds, outbred experimental plants did not allow us to 232 directly infer the hl13-hl14 genotypes of the wild maternal parent (because wild alleles in the F2 233 might have descended from the pollen donor). Instead, for the 14 wild individuals that we 234 assessed using outbred experimental plants, "inferred genotypes" (Table S3 ) are a composite of 235 the alleles we found in their outbred progeny (i.e., a snapshot of wild genotypes descended from 236 that particular wild maternal plant). In most cases (N = 9), we used only a single outbred 237 experimental plant per wild-collected fruit, effectively sampling one (maternal or paternal) allele 238 from the wild (Table S2 ). However, for five wild plants (four M. guttatus, one M. nasutus), we 239 generated two or three outbred experimental plants (Table S2 ). In these cases, the hl13 and hl14 240 alleles segregating in distinct sets of F2 progeny could not be considered independent, so we 241 made the simple assumption that two of the four possible wild parental alleles were sampled 242 (Table S3) . 243
To calculate hl13 and hl14 allele frequencies in natural populations we inferred two-locus 244 genotypes for 53 wild M. guttatus and 24 wild M. nasutus (using results from experimental-tester 245 crosses and wild selfed progeny, Table S3 ). For each population, we determined the number of 246 incompatible alleles per total alleles sampled. Genotyping hl13-and hl14-linked markers in experimental-tester F2 hybrids allowed us 251 not only to follow inheritance of the hybrid lethality alleles themselves, but also to investigate 252 patterns of surrounding genomic variation. First, we determined marker allele sizes for the two 253 tester lines, and then used this information to infer which alleles must have been inherited from 254 the experimental parent. Thus, for both hl13 and hl14, we were able to determine which marker 255 variants occurred on chromosomes with compatible versus incompatible alleles (barring 256 crossovers in the experimental parent inherited by the F1 hybrid, which would have disassociated 257 M236-M208-hl13 alleles ~7% of the time and M132-hl14-M241 alleles ~11% of the time, 258 Figure S1 ). For each hybrid lethality allele sampled, we determined its allele sizes at two linked 259 markers (M236 and M208 for hl13, M132 and M241 for hl14), which we then combined into one 260 composite "two-allele combination" (Tables S4 and S5 ). For both hl13 and hl14, we used chi-261 square tests to determine whether linked marker allele combinations varied between species 262 and/or hybrid lethality allele-type (compatible or incompatible). (Tables S2 and S3 ). We 277 discovered a pervasive role for the hl13-hl14 incompatibility in chlorotic seedling mortality: 278 across all F2 progeny of experimental and tester plants, nearly all white seedlings carried the 279 incompatible two-locus genotype, whereas green seedlings carried the eight other two-locus 280 combinations (in Mendelian ratios, X 2 = 2.560, P = 0.9225, df = 7) ( Figure 3) . 281
Remarkably, we discovered that both hybrid lethality loci are polymorphic within both 282
Mimulus species. At hl13, the incompatibility allele is much more common in M. guttatus than in 283 M. nasutus: it occurred at a frequency of 66% in M. guttatus and was found in all but one of the 284 20 populations surveyed, whereas it occurred at a frequency of 9% in M. nasutus and was found 285 in 30% of populations ( Figure 4A ). At hl14, the situation is reversed with the incompatibility 286 allele more common in M. nasutus than in M. guttatus: it occurred at a frequency of 62% in M. 287 nasutus and was found in most (73%) of the populations surveyed, whereas it occurred at a 288 frequency of only 25% in M. guttatus ( Figure 4B ). Despite this lower occurrence of the hl14 289 incompatibility allele within M. guttatus, it was nevertheless sampled in 60% of the populations 290
examined. 291
Patterns of variation at hl13 and hl14 within and between Mimulus species indicate that 292 hybrid lethality alleles may often come into contact in natural populations. Indeed, we found that 293 hl13 and hl14 incompatibility alleles co-occur at both of the sympatric sites of M. guttatus and 294 M. nasutus, as well as within 50% of the M. guttatus populations for which both loci were 295 surveyed (N = 12, Table S3 ). These findings suggest that interspecific hybridizations and 296 intraspecific crosses might often result in the expression of hl13-hl14 lethality in nature. 297
Consistent with this idea, we discovered white seedlings among the selfed progeny of 30% of 298 wild M. guttatus individuals tested (N = 17, Table S3 ). 299 300
Evidence for introgression at hybrid lethality loci 301 302
As a first step toward investigating the source of polymorphism at hl13 and hl14, we 303 examined patterns of natural variation in genomic regions surrounding the two loci. We reasoned 304 that if polymorphism is due, at least in part, to recent introgression, we should observe a distinct 305 pattern of linked variation than if it is due only to incomplete lineage sorting (the former is 306 expected to elevate shared variation at linked loci, the latter is not). We surveyed alleles of 307 known incompatibility status (i.e., identified in the crossing experiments described above) for 308 insertion-deletion polymorphisms at linked markers (M236 and M208 for hl13, M132 and M241 309 for hl14, Figure S1 ). Strikingly, at each hybrid lethality locus, we found distinct sets of marker 310 alleles within M. guttatus between chromosomes that carried compatible and incompatible 311 variants (Tables 1 and 2, Figure 5 ). As we detail below, this association between alleles at hybrid 312 lethality loci and linked markers appears to be driven by introgression from M. nasutus into M. 313 guttatus. Indeed, at each locus, the less common functional variant in M. guttatus often carries 314 marker allele combinations that are otherwise confined to M. nasutus (or nearly so), indicative of 315 introgression. Within M. nasutus, we found little evidence of introgression from M. guttatus, but 316 we caution that our sample sizes are prohibitively low (e.g., only three incompatible alleles were 317 sampled at hl13, Table 1 ) and introgression is generally more difficult to detect in this direction 318 Within M. guttatus, the two functional classes of hl13 (compatible and incompatible) 320 differed dramatically in their genetic similarity to M. nasutus at linked markers (Table 1) . The 321 two markers assayed, M208 and M236, are both proximal to hl13-pTAC14, located at distances 322 of 3.3 cM and 7.5 cM, respectively ( Figure S1 ). At M208, the most common M. nasutus allele 323 (531) was found in 58% of compatible M. guttatus variants but only 16% of incompatible 324 variants. Similarly, at M236, the most common M. nasutus allele (422) occurred in 63% of 325 compatible but only 8% of incompatible M. guttatus variants. Notably, this pattern of shared 326 variation with M. nasutus was highly associated between the two markers: all 11 individuals with 327 531 at M208 also carried 422 at M236. In fact, this single two-locus allele combination 422, red bars in Figure 5A ) was found in the majority of the compatible hl13 variants we 329 sampled (58% in M. guttatus and in M. nasutus, N = 19 each, Table S4 ). In marked contrast, this 330 same combination was rarely found among incompatible M. guttatus hl13 variants (occurring in 331 only one of 38 samples, Figure 5A and Table S4 ). Indeed, for M. guttatus, the proportion of two-332 locus marker allele combinations shared with M. nasutus differed significantly between 333 compatible and incompatible hl13 variants (X 2 = 5.000, P = 0.025, df = 1). Given that linkage At hl14, we observed a similar pattern of shared variation between species suggesting 341 that incompatible alleles from M. nasutus have also introgressed into M. guttatus (Table 2 ). In 342 this genomic region, we assayed variation at markers that flank hl14-pTAC14: M241 is located 343 6.3 cM proximal to the incompatibility gene and M132 is located 4.5 cM distal to it ( Figure S1) . 344
At M241, the most common M. nasutus allele (283) was found in 82% of incompatible M. 345 guttatus variants but only 5% of compatible variants. Similarly, at M132, the most common M. 346 nasutus allele (500) occurred in 82% of incompatible but only 18% of compatible M. guttatus 347 variants. As with hl13, variation at these two hl14-linked marker loci is not independent: all 14 348 M. guttatus hl14 incompatible variants that carried the 283 allele at M241 also carried the 500 349 allele at M132. This two-locus allele combination (283-500, red bars in Figure 5B hybridizing species. With this study, we have begun to fill this gap by determining the 367 geographic distributions and frequencies of incompatibility alleles at two loci that cause hybrid 368 lethality between closely related species of yellow monkeyflower. For each species, we 369 discovered a much higher frequency of incompatibility alleles at one of the two hybrid lethality 370 loci: hl13 in M. guttatus and hl14 in M. nasutus. The implication of this finding is that most 371 naturally formed hybrids will likely carry incompatibility alleles at both loci, with the potential 372 to produce lethal offspring. Additionally, because both hl13 and hl14 are polymorphic within 373 species, even intraspecific crosses might regularly result in incompatible allele pairings. By 374 examining patterns of genetic variation linked to hl13 and hl14, we show that introgression is a 375 major source of this polymorphism within species, and provide preliminary evidence that natural 376 selection acts to purge incompatible combinations. might often arise at this site. Indeed, we found that population-level variation at DPR was well 385
represented by the original inbred lines (Figure 4) . Like DPR102-gutt, most M. guttatus alleles 386 sampled were incompatible at hl13 (68%, N = 25) and compatible at hl14 (82%, N = 28). 387
Similarly, like DPR104-nas, all M. nasutus alleles sampled at DPR were compatible at hl13 (N = 388 4) and incompatible at hl14 (N = 2). This pattern of variation means that DPR hybrids will 389 usually be doubly heterozygous at hl13 and hl14. Because both hybrid incompatibility alleles are 390 recessive, the frequency of hybrid lethality will depend on the extent to which F1 hybrids self-391 fertilize, cross with other hybrids, or backcross with parental species (hybrid lethality will appear 392 in 1/16 of selfed or hybrid intercross progeny, but will not be expressed in most first-generation 393 backcrosses). Of course, at DPR, the lethality phenotype might also be expressed from crosses 394 within M. guttatus because this species segregates for incompatible alleles at both hl13 and hl14 395 ( Figure 4 , Table S3 ). 396
Beyond the DPR site, incompatibility alleles at hl13 and hl14 are widespread across the 397 ranges of both Mimulus species. As a result, in areas of secondary contact, hybrid lethality might 398 be a common outcome of interspecific gene flow between M. guttatus and M. nasutus. This 399 pattern differs sharply from what has been seen for a two-locus hybrid sterility system between 400 these same species (Sweigart et al. 2006) , which likely has limited potential for expression due to 401 the highly restricted distribution of the M. guttatus incompatibility allele (Sweigart et al. 2007, 402 Sweigart and Flagel 2015). Additionally, our finding that both hl13 and hl14 are polymorphic in 403 roughly half of (apparently) allopatric M. guttatus populations means that the lethal phenotype 404 might often contribute to inbreeding depression within M. guttatus. In line with this expectation, 405
we observed chlorotic lethal seedlings in the selfed progeny of five wild-collected M. guttatus 406 from four populations near DPR (representing 30% of the individuals and 50% of the 407 populations tested, see Table S3 ). Historically, several studies of inbreeding depression in M. 408 guttatus also revealed chlorophyll-deficient lethals (via selfing wild-collected individuals) in 409 multiple populations across the species range (Kiang and Libby 1972 , Willis 1992 , MacNair 410 1993 . In fact, at the Schneider Creek population, which is roughly 300 km north of DPR, 411 chlorotic seedling lethality was shown to result from recessive alleles at two loci (Willis 1992, 412 MacNair 1993). These same two loci were also implicated in seedling chlorosis segregating in a 413 non-native British population thought to have been introduced from northern California M. we already know that the lethality-causing null mutation in the ancestral copy of pTAC14 is not 438 fixed in M. guttatus; the reference genome strain (IM62) carries a copy without the 1-bp 439 insertion and is expressed (Zuellig and Sweigart 2018) . Although it is not yet known whether any 440 of these variants has a selective advantage, it seems reasonable to expect that at least some of the 441 polymorphism we observe at hl13 and hl14 might be due to mutations that have not yet been 442 fixed by genetic drift. 443
Strikingly, though, it appears that introgression is a primary driver of polymorphism at 444
both Mimulus hybrid lethality loci. This result is not entirely unsurprising because hybridization 445 (particularly introgression from M. nasutus to M. guttatus) can be substantial in regions of 446 secondary sympatry (Kenney and Sweigart 2016) . Many of the M. guttatus populations we 447 sampled occur in close proximity to M. nasutus and even for those that appear allopatric, it is 448 difficult to rule out sympatry without repeated visits to the site within and across years. 449
However, although introgression between these species is generally plausible, we did observe M. 450 nasutus-like variants in several M. guttatus individuals from what seem to be genuinely 451 allopatric populations. One possibility is that the hl13-and hl14-linked markers do not always 452 accurately diagnose introgression across these large chromosomal fragments. Indeed, 453 recombination in the wild parents might have disassociated marker and incompatibility alleles 454 (see Methods), and marker homoplasy (e.g., distinct indels of the same size) could give a false 455 signal. Going forward, a promising approach will be to identify distinct pTAC14 variants by 456 direct sequencing and examine patterns of linked genomic variation at a much finer scale (e.g., 457 (Brandvain et al. 2014, Kenney and Sweigart 2016) . 458
Of course, a key question is which forces maintain polymorphism at these hybrid 459 incompatibility loci in natural populations. Theory predicts that hybrid incompatibility alleles 460 evolving neutrally within species cannot be maintained in the face of interspecific gene flow 461 because it reveals their deleterious effects in hybrids (Gavrilets 1997 An alternative possibility is that incompatibility alleles are stably maintained within 481 populations. Based on their molecular lesions, we have speculated that the hl13 and hl14 482 incompatibility alleles are selectively neutral within species (one is not expressed, one is 483 missing: see Zuellig and Sweigart 2018) . However, if these alleles are advantageous within 484 species (e.g., because knocking out one copy maintains proper dosage), intermediate frequencies 485
might reflect a balance between their positive effects within species and negative effects in 486 hybrids. Additionally, without knowing exactly how much gene flow is occurring, it is difficult 487 to determine if deleterious two-locus combinations occur frequently enough for selection to 488 remove hybrid lethal alleles from the population. Furthermore, if F1 hybrids usually backcross to 489 M. guttatus, incompatible alleles from M. nasutus will almost always be shielded in 490 heterozygotes. Because selection against incompatibility alleles occurs only in the double 491 homozygote, the conditions for maintaining both alleles through migration selection balance 492 might not be particularly restrictive. This situation is similar to the equilibrium described by 493 (Fisher 1935) for maintaining lethal alleles at duplicate loci. In his discussion of tetraploidy, he 494 pointed out that for an infinite population size with equal mutation rates at the two loci, the 495 frequency of lethal double homozygotes will equal the mutation rate. As a result, there can be 496 many different combinations of lethal allele frequencies at the two loci (from equal to highly 497 asymmetric) that will maintain mutation-selection balance. Of course, for the highly selfing M. 498 nasutus, we never found both incompatibility alleles within populations or white seedlings 499 among selfed progeny, consistent with the idea that incompatibility alleles are purged 500 immediately when made homozygous. 501
With the genes for hl13 and hl14 now identified, a major goal of our future studies will 502 be to pinpoint the evolutionary processes that maintain variation for this hybrid incompatibility 503 in nature. Because this Mimulus system is so tractable for field studies, it will be possible to 504 follow the frequencies of specific pTAC14 alleles within and across years, and to determine the 505 fitness effects of incompatibility alleles within species and in hybrids. Such information will be 506 critical for predicting whether this hybrid incompatibility will be stably maintained or dissolve 507 with interspecific gene flow, and for understanding its role (if any) in Mimulus speciation. 
